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Introduction


These experiments were conducted to analyze the quality of water and methods of water 


treatment. The quality of water adversely affects both the society as well as the economy. The 


experiments  were  contacted  to  examine  the  primary  sources  of  underground  water 


contamination. They analyzed the level of purity present in drinking water both bottled and tap  


water. 


Water quality and contamination  is very essential  to the society. Research reveals that 


underground  water  sources,  which  for  long  have  been  trusted  source  of  income,  have  a 


significant level of contamination (Gleick, 1993). In his study, he insisted on the need to analyze 


the  water  used  for  human  consumption.  “Accidental  releases  of  petroleum  products  from 


pipelines  and  fuel-oil  storage  tanks  are  among  the  most  common  causes  of  groundwater 


contamination” (Kao, Surampalli, Chien & Chen 2010)


Hypothesis of experiment one: oil hypothesis: If an oil spill occurs then the chances of 


the  groundwater  contamination  are  greater  and  costly.  Vinegar  hypothesis:  If  vinegar 


contaminates  groundwater,  then there  will  be  a strong odor. Laundry detergent  hypothesis: If 


laundry  detergent  contaminates  ground  water,  then  it  will  seep  through  the  soil  altering  the 
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dynamics of the water.  . Hypothesis of experiment two:  The use of different coagulants along 


with  other  materials  combined  can  remove  most  groundwater  contaminates.  Hypothesis  of 


experiment three: even though the tap water has gone through a filtration process it will contain 


higher contaminates, than Dasani which is purified will contain the least as well as Fiji water 


which is processed through a natural spring source.


Materials and methods


Materials:   Groundwater contamination:  (8) 250 mL, 3 wooden sticks, 240 mL soil, 10 mL  


vinegar,  10  mL  laundry  detergent,  100  mL  beakers,  funnel,  cheesecloth,  permanent  marker. 


Water treatment: 100 mL potting soil, (2) 250 mL Beakers, (2) 100 mL, 40 mL sand, 20 mL 


activated charcoal, 60 mL gravel, 1 wooden stick, alum, funnel ,cheesecloth, bleach, stopwatch,  


and  water.  Drinking  water  quality:  Dasani  Bottled  Water,  Fiji  Bottled  Water,  Tap  Water, 


ammonia strips, chloride strips, 4 in 1 test strips, phosphate test strips, iron strips, (3) 250 mL  


Beakers, Parafilm, pipettes, (3) foil packets of reducing powder 100mL graduated cylinder


Methods


Experiment one: Water from different sources was placed in different beakers and their 


physical  characteristics  were observed  and noted down. The  smell,  color and the  presence  of 


particles were the primary factors examined. The observed results were recorded down in a table.


Experiment two:  water was placed in a test tube. Filtration was used in the water treatment.  


Coagulants  were  used  that  caused  the  contaminants  to  settle  down.  Other  materials  such  as 


gravel and sand were added to cause the remaining particles to coagulate and settle down. Bleach 
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was added to the water to kill the remaining bacteria that were not able to coagulate and settle 


down. 


Experiment three: tap water, Dasani Bottled Water and Fiji Bottled Water were analyzed 


for various contaminants. PH test was conducted to analyze the pH as well as the level of water 


alkalinity. The quantity of chlorine ammonia and iron present in the water was examined. The 


total water hardness was obtained. 


Results


The results obtained from the various tests were tabulated in the tables shown below.


Table 2: Ammonia Test Results


Water Sample Test Results


Tap Water 0


Dasani® Bottled Water 0


Fiji® Bottled Water 0


  Table 3: Chloride Test Results


Water Sample Test Results


Tap Water 500


Dasani® Bottled Water 0


Fiji® Bottled Water 0


Table 4: 4 in 1 Test Results


Water Sample pH Total Alkalinity Total Chlorine Total Hardness


Tap Water 10             180 0.2 50


Dasani® Bottled Water 3 40 0 0


Fiji® Bottled Water 8 0.2 0 50


 Table 5: Phosphate Test Results


Water Sample Test Results
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Tap Water 50


Dasani® Bottled Water 25


Fiji® Bottled Water 100


Table 5: Phosphate Test Results


Water Sample Test Results


Tap Water 50


Dasani® Bottled Water 25


Fiji® Bottled Water 100


 


Beaker Observations


1 Color was clear and odorless 


2
Cloudy, strong oil smell, small groups of what 
looked like air bubbles at the center and a few 


along the edges


3
Color was clear, strong sour smell like rotten 


eggs


4
Light green color, smells like a forest, sudsy 
bubbles along the outer perimeter of beaker


5
Murky looking, smells like fresh wet dirt, has 


what looks like soot at the bottom of the 
beaker   


6


Glossy color with a bigger pocket of air 
bubbles with smaller ones on the inside of the 
bigger one but when you look on the side of it 
there is a layer of oil that separates the water


7
Cloudy color, still has a light stich with small 


particles floating in water and a slight film 
that looks like spider webs 


8
Color is a faint green and cloudy, smells like 
pine, a few air bubbles scattered along the 


edges, suds seem to disappeared
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Discussion


First experiment:  The oil hypothesis was rejected. When oil is spilled on the ground, it 


might get trapped and not necessarily lead to underground water contamination. Other factors 


such  as  temperature  can  play  a  significantly  contribute  in  the  contamination  of  underground 


water.  The  vinegar  hypothesis  was  accepted.  The  vinegar  infiltrates  the  soil  and  eventually  


contaminates the underground water leading to a color change. And once vinegar contaminated 


the water, it remained there with the bad odor persisting regardless of the duration of time the 


water is left to stand. The laundry detergent hypothesis was accepted. The detergent infiltrates 


the soil and eventually comes into contact with the underground water. The color persisted even 


when left to stand. 


Second experiment:  the hypothesis was  accepted.  In the course of the experiment,  the 


coagulants  caused the contaminants  to separate from the water. The contaminants  sank to the 


bottom of the beaker and the remaining suspension coagulated with sand and gravel and sank to 


the bottom as well. Bleach was able to remove bacteria contaminants  in the water. Hence the 


coagulants alongside other materials were able to remove contaminants from the water.


Third  experiment:  the  hypothesis  was  rejected.  I  assumed  that  tap  water  was 


contaminated  because  it  was  only  filtrated  and  afterwards  was  pumped  through  entire  piping 


system. But my answer was disapproved by the presence of contaminants in Fiji water which is  


processed through a natural spring source. The total absence of contaminants in Dasani Water 


also disapproved the hypothesis. 
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Other  researches  emphasized  on  the  need  for  quality  water  treatment  (Letterman  & 


American Water Works Association, 1999). They revealed on the need and advantages of using 


filtration as a  primary method of removing water contaminants. Other areas that might require 


further studying are other sources of underground water contamination like heavy metals which 


are serious source of contamination (African Journal of Environmental Science and Technology, 


2009). Heavy metals  such as lead, mercury, zinc etc. this area might need further studying to  


determine the effects of their contamination to the body.


Other  external  factors  such  as  temperature  affected  the  quality  of  results  obtained.  In 


determining the level of underground water contamination caused by oil, temperature may have 


affected the accuracy of the obtained results. Low temperatures (snow season), renders the oil 


solid  hence  prevents  them  from  flowing  to  sublevels  where  underground  water  is  present. 


However in high temperatures the oils easily penetrate the ground to the sublevels. To control 


this  problem,  samples  should be collected  in both snow  period as well as  the hot or summer 


session.


Conclusion


From  the  experiment  it  is  evident  that  different  companies  use  different  filtration 


methods.  Hence  the  level  of  contaminants  present  in  the  drinking  water  will  vary  from  one 


company to another with Dasani water been the purest. It is therefore very important to look at 


the water company before packaging any drinking water. 
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